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ABSTRACT: Blood analysis is one of the foundations of clinical diagnostics. In recent years,
the analysis of proteins in blood samples by mass spectrometry has taken a jump forward in
terms of sensitivity and the number of identified proteins. The recent development of parallel
reaction monitoring with parallel accumulation and serial fragmentation (prm-PASEF)
combines ion mobility as an additional separation dimension. This increases the proteome
coverage while allowing the use of shorter chromatographic gradients. To demonstrate the
method’s full potential, we used an isotope-labeled synthetic peptide mix of 782 peptides,
derived from 579 plasma proteins, spiked into blood plasma samples with a prm-PASEF
measurement allowing the quantification of 565 plasma proteins by targeted proteomics. As a
less time-consuming alternative to the prm-PASEF method, we describe guided data
independent acquisition (dia)-PASEF (g-dia-PASEF) and compare its application to prm-
PASEF for measuring blood plasma. To demonstrate both methods’ performance in clinical
samples, 20 patient plasma samples from a colorectal cancer (CRC) cohort were analyzed.
The analysis identified 14 differentially regulated proteins between the CRC patient and
control individual plasma samples. This shows the technique’s potential for the rapid and unbiased screening of blood proteins,
abolishing the need for the preselection of potential biomarker proteins.
KEYWORDS: targeted proteomics, PASEF, PRM, DIA, SIL peptides, colorectal cancer, CRC, plasma, biomarker

■ INTRODUCTION
Blood-based diagnostics is one of the pillars of modern
medicine. It allows the diagnosis of diseases at an early or
asymptomatic stage, predicting a treatment outcome or
supporting decisions for the most appropriate disease treat-
ment. Blood components, including the serum and the plasma,
can be collected with minimal patient discomfort and are
readily available for prospective and retrospective studies.
Although blood-based assays have been used for a long time,
many diagnostics still rely on measuring a single protein (e.g.,
immunoassay) or the distribution of cells contained within the
blood sample (e.g., cytometry).
Recently, several studies showed that protein panels provide

a better diagnostic or predictive power than single protein
markers.1−5 As many described biomarkers are derived from
the direct analysis of the affected tissue or tumor material, they
usually do not directly translate into valid biomarkers in blood
samples, making further studies and method development
necessary.1,6,7

As a multiplexed technique, mass spectrometry plays an
integrated role in discovering and verifying biomarker
candidates and is an alternative to antibody-based analysis
techniques.8−10 While shotgun proteomics measurements are
excellent tools for the initial discovery of regulated proteins,
the inherent risk of not detecting proteins in samples of a

cohort due to the random selection of ions for fragmentation is
mitigated by switching to targeted acquisition. In targeted
proteomics, the monitored set of peptides is set and is
measured in every sample of a cohort. Focusing on a selected
set of peptides minimizes the risk of missing acquisitions and
increases the sensitivity of the measurement.11−13

The targeted mass spectrometric method spectrum includes
selected/multiple reaction monitoring (RM) using a triple
quadrupole or a quadrupole-ion trap and, more recently, PRM
(parallel RM), which takes advantage of the high resolution
and mass accuracy of an orbitrap or time-of-flight (TOF) mass
analyzer. PRM increases the selectivity in complex matrices like
plasma,7 and it has been successfully used to confirm proteins
as biomarkers.14−16 In addition to its advantages, the maximum
number of peptides that can be measured in a single
acquisition by PRM is restricted by the number of data points
defining the chromatography peaks. If the cycle time for the
selected peptides is too long, the shape of the chromatographic
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peak is not described sufficiently. Targeted proteomics also
requires a significant time investment to select and validate
proteotypic peptides, and the cost of synthetic peptide
standards can limit large-scale screening projects.
To overcome the time investment limitation, we combined

our recently developed targeted acquisition method (PRM
with parallel accumulation and serial fragmentation (prm-
PASEF)) with a commercial set of 782 peptide-derived plasma
proteomics studies (PQ500, Biognosys). The PQ500 set
contains 804 isotope-labeled peptides in known amounts
representing 582 plasma proteins. Targeting a given group of
peptides reduces the development time as the methodology
needs to be optimized only once. prm-PASEF uses trapped ion
mobility (TIMS) in combination with a quadrupole TOF mass
spectrometer to increase the multiplexing capability without
losing the chromatographic peak definition and sensitivity.11

Using the defined concentrations of the labeled peptide from
the PQ500 set, the mass spectrometry (MS) signal of the
endogenous peptides can be converted into a concentration,
thus allowing the comparison of the quantification results
across different mass spectrometry systems or acquisition
methods.
As an alternative to the prm-PASEF method, which requires

less setup time before the measurement, we developed guided
data independent acquisition (dia)-PASEF (g-dia-PASEF).
Here, we combined the PQ500 peptide set with dia-PASEF.17

This allows the rapid measurement of peptide samples while
using the internal standard to confirm the identification,
normalize the signal, and quantify the peptides (Figure 1).
Both methods allowed measuring and quantifying a significant
fraction of the blood proteome in a single assay. Using the
plasma from 20 patients of a colon carcinoma cohort, we
showed the potential for the rapid identification of protein
panels as potential disease markers. We demonstrated that
combining ion mobility with high-resolution mass spectrom-
etry paves the way to highly multiplexed quantitative assays in
clinical samples.

■ MATERIAL AND METHODS

Patient Samples
Patient samples were donated willingly under informed
consent and were handled in accordance with institutional
guidelines. Ethical approval was obtained from the Comite ́
National d’Ethique de Recherche, Luxembourg (reference
201009/09) followed by institutional approval by the Ethics
Review Panel of the University of Luxembourg (ERP-16-032).

Plasma Depletion and Processing
Aliquots of 20 μL of human plasma were depleted on a 1260
Infinity Bio-inert liquid chromatography (LC) system
(Agilent) coupled to a depletion column (human 14 multiple
affinity removal column; 4.6 × 50 mm; Agilent) according to
the manufacturer’s procedure. After depletion, the buffer was
exchanged for 100 mM NH4HCO3, and the volume was
concentrated to 100 μL using a spin concentrator with a 5 kDa
cutoff (Pall). Proteins were denatured with 1% sodium
deoxycholate (SDC), reduced with 10 mM dithiothreitol for
30 min at 37 °C, and alkylated with 25 mM iodoacetamide for
30 min at room temperature. All reagents were prepared in a
freshly made 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate buffer pH 8.0.
The denatured samples were diluted to 0.5% SDC and
proteolysis was performed by adding 6.5 μg of sequencing
grade trypsin (Promega) for 16 h at 37 °C with a ratio protease
protein of approximately 1/20 (w/w). Potential N-glycan
chains were trimmed by adding 5 U of PNGase F for 1 h at 37
°C followed by an additional step of trypsin digestion with 1
μg of trypsin for 3 h at 37 °C. The SDC was removed by
precipitation with 1% formic acid and centrifugation. Digested
samples were cleaned on Sep-Pak C18 cartridges (Waters) and
dried in a vacuum centrifuge. Samples were reconstituted with
200 μL of 0.1% formic acid/4% acetonitrile. Sample
concentrations were normalized based on the absorbance at
205 nm measured with a nanodrop (Thermo Scientific)2,18

(concentrations are available in Supplemental Table 10).
Samples were spiked with the PQ500 kit (Biognosys),
consisting of a mixture of 804 stable isotopes labeled (SIL)
peptides of known concentration determined by amino acid
analysis. SIL peptides were isotope labeled with arginine, 13C6,
15N4, Δm = 10 u or lysine 13C6, 15N2, Δm = 8 u, with an
isotope purity of >99.5% (according to the manufacturer). The
SIL peptide mixture was provided in lyophilized form, and
samples were exclusively spiked with a new SIL peptide
solution suspended according to the manufacturer’s protocol.
For reproducibility experiments, each sample was re-injected in
triplicate.
LC−MS Data Acquisition
The samples were analyzed on a nano-UHPLC (nanoElute,
Bruker Daltonics) coupled to a tims-TOF Pro mass
spectrometer (Bruker Daltonics). Samples (4 μL, 0.042 μg/
μL) were directly injected onto a pulled emitter column (250
mm × 75 μm, 1.6 μm, C18; IonOptiks) which was heated to
50 °C in a column oven. Mobile phases consisted of 0.1% (v/
v) formic acid in water (phase A) and acetonitrile (phase B).

Figure 1. Plasma samples were depleted, digested by trypsin, and spiked with PQ500 isotope-labeled synthetic peptides. Samples were analyzed
using prm-PASEF and g-dia-PASEF, and data were processed with Skyline.
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Samples were separated on a 105 min stepped gradient ranging
from 2−30% B at a flow rate of 400 nL/min. The gradient is
built of sequential steps ranging from 2 to 15% B in 60 min, 15
to 22% B in 20 min, 22 to 26% in 10 min, 26 to 33% in 10 min,
and finally, 33 to 45% in 5 min. The column was cleaned with
10 min step at 95% and equilibrated at initial conditions with
seven column volumes. The mass spectrometer was fully
calibrated, and the ion mobility was automatically calibrated
between each run. The performance of the mass spectrometer
was monitored by standardized measurements of a HeLa
tryptic digest (Thermo), where the number of peptides and the
total ion chromatogram (TIC) shape were considered.
The nano-UHPLC was coupled to a tims-TOF Pro

instrument (Bruker Daltonics) operated in prm-PASEF mode
or dia-PASEF mode. The prm-PASEF method was defined
with a range of mobility values of 0.6−1.6 1/K0, a TIMS
accumulation time fixed at 50 ms, while the ion mobility
separation was fixed to 100 ms. The time and mobility
scheduled acquisition boxes were set with 2 min of tolerance
on retention time and 0.05 1/K0 on the ion mobility.
The g-dia-PASEF method is based on dia-PASEF with 32

isolation windows of 26 m/z width, including a margin of 0.5
m/z. Isolation windows were associated with ion mobility
windows of 0.3 1/K0 to cover the peptide-ions distribution on
both m/z and mobility dimensions as closely as possible. The
TIMS accumulation and separation were both set at 100 ms.
Data Processing

All MS data were processed with Skyline daily,19 and extracted
fragment ion chromatograms (XICs) were extracted with a
TOF resolution tolerance set to 60,000. For the g-dia-PASEF

method, ion mobility data were filtered with tolerance
windows of 0.05 1/K0 centered on the experimental mobility
values. Only fragment ions of the y-series were allowed,
avoiding b-series crosstalk between the endogenous and the
isotope-labeled standard peptides. For g-dia-PASEF data,
retention time prediction was performed using iRT peptides
and Biognosys spectral library values. The predicted retention
time windows were set to 20 min. Both prm-PASEF and g-dia-
PASEF transitions were manually curated to remove interfering
transitions and correct wrong peak picking or peak integration
boundaries. Light to heavy peptide area ratios were exported
from Skyline and filtered with a similarity score (normalized
ratio dot product) higher or equal to 0.98. The dot product
was calculated with Skyline v21.1. We manually inspected the
chromatograms of the 10% lowest abundant peptides and
eliminated peptides detected with poor signal quality.
Examples of selected peptide TICs are shown in Figure 4.
The manually curated data were finally processed using R (R-
project.org). Peptides not found in all samples were removed,
and the significantly regulated peptides were identified using a
paired t-test corrected for multiple testing.20 Peptides that
showed an adjusted p-value <0.05 were considered significantly
regulated. The significantly regulated peptides were mapped
back to the related protein. The gene ontology (GO) term
annotations were created using the g:profiler software library
for R.21

prm-PASEF and g-dia-PASEF data are accessible in the
public Proteome Exchange database (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/
pride/) with the identifier: PXD036594.

Figure 2. (A) Number of PASEF events (100 ms) per MS cycle across the chromatography separation, with the prm-PASEF method. (B) Averaged
number of PASEF events per MS cycle during the prm-PASEF acquisition. (C) Number of data points per LC peak profile. (D) Relative standard
deviation (RSD) of the endogenous to heavy ratios of the prm-PASEF and g-dia-PASEF analysis of a pooled plasma sample (n = 3).
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Bioinformatic Meta-Analysis of Transcriptome Data

We have set up a meta-analysis and used it as previously
described.22 Briefly, we integrated all individual CEL files from
selected data sets profiled on HG-U133 plus 2.0 (Affymetrix,
Santa Clara, CA, USA), retrieved from GEO (GSE14333,
GSE17538, GSE21510, GSE8671, GSE9254, GSE20916,
GSE10714, GSE15960, GSE4183, and GSE10961) and
corresponding to different studies into one single global
analysis covering expression data on 829 patients. The
suitability of potential markers to discriminate between
colorectal cancer (CRC) and normal colorectal samples was
assessed by receiver operating characteristic curves as
previously described.22

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

prm-PASEF and dia-PASEF Acquisition Methods: Design
and Performance

The PQ500 isotope-labeled standard peptide mix comprised
804 isotope-labeled peptides mixed at known concentrations
and covered 578 blood proteins. Some strongly hydrophilic
peptides did not elute reproducibly and thus were removed
from the prm-PASEF method. The prm-PASEF method
allowed the detection of 782 synthetic peptides spiked into
the plasma samples, covering a total of 565 proteins with a 100
min chromatography gradient (Supplemental Table S1).
Including the corresponding unlabeled peptides from the
endogenous proteins, this sums up to 1564 precursor ions
analyzed with a targeted acquisition window of 2 min and ion
mobility window of 0.05 1/K0.

For the g-dia-PASEF method, variations in the retention
times were not a problem as the method did not require
scheduled acquisition. However, few peptides were not
detected because they were outside of the m/z or ion mobility
scanning range of the method. We manually re-analyzed all
missing peptides without retention time filtering to ensure that
no peptide was missing due to inaccurate retention time
prediction. We finally detected 756 internal standard peptides
covering 549 proteins with the g-dia-PASEF method
(Supplemental Table S1).
A PASEF event covers the accumulation of the incoming

ions from the source into the first TIMS cell, the ion mobility
separation of the peptide ions in the second TIMS cell
followed by the MS/MS analysis in the Q-TOF section of the
instrument. The prm-PASEF MS cycle consisted of a variable
number of PASEF events designed to acquire all the targeted
peptides across the chromatographic separation.11 A prm-
PASEF method is scheduled in a way that target peptide-ions
with a similar retention time, but nonoverlapping ion mobility
values can be processed from the same ion mobility separation.
If the ion mobility of a peptide overlaps with another peptide,
an extra PASEF event is added to the cycle time. We recorded
a maximum of 30 prm-PASEF events per MS cycle (Figure
2A), which correspond to an MS cycle of approximately 3 s. A
maximum average of 6.8 precursor-ions targeted per prm-
PASEF event in an MS cycle was measured (Figure 2B).
Despite the high density of targeted precursor-ions, it was
possible to maintain a controlled cycle time with the prm-
PASEF method and to acquire the peptides with a median
number of 14 data points per peak and a minimum of 6 points

Figure 3. (A) Histogram of the completeness for the prm-PASEF experiment. Bins represent the percentage of successful detection across the 20
samples. (B) Peptide detection overlap between both methods. (C) Dynamic range of the peptide detection. Peptides with different abundances
are shown with the detected amounts.
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(Figure 2C), ensuring a proper quantification performance as
illustrated by a median coefficient of variation of 3% (Figure
2D and Supplemental Tables S5, S6).
We observed that both prm-PASEF and g-dia-PASEF

methods were performed with similar reproducibility and a
median RSD of 3%. This value was calculated for each peak
area of unlabeled/labeled product ion pair detected in the
three replicates (Supplemental Table S7). Previously we
showed that prm-PASEF measurements are linear over 3.5
orders of magnitude and have an average precision of 3% when
combined with an internal standard.9 Because the MS cycle
time was constant with g-dia-PASEF (1.8 s), a sharper
dispersion of the number of data points per peak was expected,
and the actual variation reflected the actual chromatographic
peak width of the different peptides.
prm-PASEF data were processed with the Skyline software,

and area ratios of the fragment-ion chromatograms of the
endogenous and heavy-isotope-labeled standard, as well as
their respective dot-product similarity scores, were exported.
Data points associated with a dot product score below 0.98
were filtered out, and we manually inspected the chromato-
grams of the 10% lowest intense peptides and eliminated
peptides detected with poor signal quality. Figure 3A shows the
data completeness distribution across the entire dataset
showing a distribution where peptides are primarily detected
in all or no samples for both methods. This distribution can be
expected for a targeted acquisition method (i.e., PRM, prm-
PASEF) or a targeted data processing (i.e., DIA, dia-PASEF)
which are driven mainly by limits of detection. The risk of
missing a peptide during acquisition is not as prevalent as with
data-dependent acquisition (DDA). We estimated the actual
concentration of the 572 endogenous peptides covering 378
proteins with the prm-PASEF method. The comparison with
the g-dia-PASEF method (469 peptides quantified covering
308 proteins) revealed that 112 peptides were only detected in
prm-PASEF. This higher performance can be explained by the
fact that prm-PASEF relies on narrow quadrupole isolation
windows that improve the signal-to-noise ratio. The g-dia-
PASEF method detected nine unique peptides that were

typically peptides with variable retention times (Figure 3B)
and thus were not detected in prm-PASEF (Supplemental
Tables S8 and S9).
We estimated the concentration of the endogenous peptides

by single-point calibration with the spiked isotope-labeled
standard (PQ500, Biognosys) (Figure 3C). We calculated a
peptide detection ranging from 7.4 (CD99) to 234,232
(HEMO) amol injected onto the column for prm-PASEF.
The limit of detection and dynamic range are in line with our
previous technical evaluation of the prm-PASEF method on
plasma and cell extract samples.11,23 Figure 4 shows prm-
PASEF and g-DIA-PASEF elution profiles for the lowest
abundant protein detected in the set (CD99). prm-PASEF
detected 27 low abundant peptides below 30 amol injected,
whereas the dia-PASEF detected eight peptides below that
threshold. The correlation between the two methods for the
overlapped quantification results was high (Supplemental
Figure S1).
We finally compared the peptides and associated proteins

detectable with label-free DIA data processing. It is possible to
process the DIA data without being restricted by the peptides
included in the PQ500 kit, and this approach detected 5773
peptides associated with 774 protein groups. Interestingly, we
found that if the number of detected peptides is about ten
times higher than in the targeted approaches, the number of
detected protein groups stayed in the same range. In total, 453
unique proteins, primarily associated with extracellular vesicles,
the complement system, and immunoglobins, were detected
(Supplemental Figure S2 and Supplemental Table S2). Even if
the label-free approach does not provide the same degree of
identification and quantification confidence as SIL peptide-
based DIA, it still allows estimating the profiles of proteins not
covered by the PQ500 set.
Correlation of the prm-PASEF and g-diaPASEF Data

The correlation between the two measurement methods is
high, with an R2 ranging between 0.92 and 0.97 for all samples
(Supplemental Figure S1). The main differences are the higher

Figure 4. XICs of the peptide NANAEPAVQR (CD99) in prm- and g-dia-PASEF mode. Peptide identification was confirmed by similarity scoring
(dot products) between the fragmentation pattern of the endogenous and the internal standard. Quantitation results are expressed in amol injected
onto the column.
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sensitivity of the prm-PASEF measurement, while the g-dia-
PASEF method has a higher tolerance to retention time shifts.
The lower limit of quantification of the prm-PASEF method

is based on the quadrupole peptide-ion isolation window,
which is at unit resolution. The gain in sensitivity comes at the
cost of a more demanding method development. The prm-
PASEF method requires additional measurements for the
determination of retention times and ion mobility values to set
up the acquisition method. The acquisition method must
balance the number of peptides, the type of gradient, and MS
measurement requirements to keep the number of data points
per chromatographic peak acceptable for quantification.
For this analysis, we used a 25 cm column packed with 1.6

μm particles to increase the peak capacity while maintaining
sharp elution profiles (i.e., 7.4 s full-width half-maximum on
average) on a 100 min gradient. The reproducibility of the
retention was extremely important and required constant
monitoring during the sample acquisition. Ion mobility values
are susceptible to change with time and affect the
synchronization of the TIMS with the quadrupole; we
employed an automated recalibration of the ion mobility trap
between each sample injection to alleviate this problem. The
recently developed on-the-fly retention time correction might

improve the implementation of prm-PASEF, allowing for
narrower acquisition windows and thus shorter LC gradients.24

Conversely, the g-dia-PASEF method is more tolerant to
retention time changes and does not require as much care and
monitoring as prm-PASEF during the acquisition process.
Since g-dia-PASEF is based on dia-PASEF, it allows the in
silico identification of peptides that are not included in the
isotope-labeled standard peptide mix. Peptides without a SIL
can still be quantified between samples using label-free
quantification methods. The GO-analysis of the additionally
identified proteins revealed that these mainly belong to the
immunoglobulins and complement proteins (Supplemental
Table S2).
One of the most time-consuming steps is the data processing

and curation for prm-PASEF and g-dia-PASEF. The signal
integration quality control of 1564 precursor-ions is the main
time-consuming step for both approaches. In our hands,
Skyline was a practical software for the visualization and
correction of peak integration boundaries.19 Skyline draws
customizable and interactive graphics and tables that visualize
critical metrics such as retention times, XIC areas, mass error,
and the dot-product similarity score. Graphics and tables are
clickable and linked to the peptides XICs, allowing for a swift

Figure 5. Boxplot for the proteins significantly regulated between the CRC and control patients shown for prm-PASEF (panel A) and g-dia-PASEF
(panel B). Measured data are overlayed on the boxplot. In the PQ500 standard, the number of peptides per protein varies. For the regulated
proteins, the number of peptides per protein varies between one and three peptides. Each boxplot shows the distribution of the quantification
separated by each peptide. CRC patients are shown in orange, and controls in dark blue. Proteins were considered significantly regulated with a
Benjamini−Hochberg-corrected p-value of 0.05.
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verification and correction of the outliers. We used the dot-
product to filter true peptide signals from background noise.
Additionally, each peak was manually reviewed, particularly

for low-abundance peptides. For these peptides, background
noise is particularly prone to false-positive dot product scores
and is more likely to happen when one transition strongly
dominates the others. We did not use Spectronaut (Biognosys)
for the g-diaPASEF result processing because it tended to
overestimate the peptides’ detection with this experimental
design.
Detection of Differentially Expressed Proteins between
CRC and Control Patients

To demonstrate the power of the prm-PASEF and g-dia-
PASEF techniques, we applied the measurement to the plasma
of 20 patients of the CRC cohort.25 The patients of the two
groups were age-matched (Supplemental Figure S3A), and the
10 CRC patients were equally distributed across the different
disease stages (Supplemental Figure S3B).
For the analysis of the prm-PASEF and the g-DIA-PASEF

data, only peptides, which were detected in all PRM or in all
DIA samples, were included. Of the 288 proteins detected in
all samples, 14 were significantly regulated (Benjamini−
Hochberg corrected p-value <0.05) between the CRC patients
and the control group.20 The proteins were further filtered for
consistent regulation if several peptides per protein were
measured (examples are shown in Figure 5), and 11 proteins
were upregulated in the cancer groups, while three proteins
were downregulated (Figure 5 and Supplemental Table S3).
We used GO term analysis to see if these proteins belong to a
similar pathway. Most of the proteins are associated with the
activation of the immune system (Supplemental Table S4),
especially the activation of the antibody-mediated immune
response. This is expected as many CRC patients have
predisease inflammations of the intenstine.26 Of particular
interest is the enrichment of the CORUM complex term
(IGF2-IGFBP2 complex), which is a known CRC-associated
regulatory complex.27 We used data obtained from different
public tumor databases containing transcriptomics data from
tumor material25 to analyze if the genes were found to be
associated with CRC in other studies (Supplemental Figure
S4). The analysis showed A2M (A2MG), C1QB, CD5L, CRP,
IGF2, and Serpin A1(A1AT) mRNAs are upregulated in
comparison to tissue samples of healthy control patients and
show the same regulation as the detected proteins. F13A1-
(F13A) and IGF2 proteins and mRNA were downregulated.
Interestingly, the PGLYRP2 (PGRP2) showed no regulation of
its mRNA while the protein was upregulated and for
serotransferin the mRNA was downregulated, while the protein
was upregulated in CRC patients (Supplemental Figure S4).
An analysis of the current literature revealed that A1AT,28

IGF2,29 and F13A30 were previously associated with colon
cancer. Even with the low number of patients, we can see a
trend for the stage-specific regulation of the selected proteins
(Supplemental Figure S5).

■ CONCLUSIONS
Here, we describe the use of a highly complex isotope-labeled
peptide standard in combination with prm-PASEF and dia-
PASEF. It allowed us to develop the new g-dia-PASEF
technique, which is less complex to set up than the prm-PASEF
method while still allowing the relative quantification of the

plasma proteins between samples or as absolute quantification
with the known restrictions.
The prm-PASEF analysis allowed us to measure and

estimate the concentration of 782 peptides in plasma samples
with a high dynamic range of four orders of magnitude
(Supplemental Table S5). The comparison of the prm-PASEF
with the g-dia-PASEF method shows that the highest number
of peptides in a plasma sample is identified with prm-PASEF,
but it requires a significant workload to set up the acquisition
method. The g-dia-PASEF method combines the ease of
setting up a dia-PASEF method with the possibility of
quantifying peptides with an isotope-labeled standard peptide
mix. Using g-dia-PASEF offers the important advantage of
cross-experiment comparison over label-free dia-PASEF, which
is essential for using biomarker measurements.
The careful analysis of each peptide’s XIC revealed that the

automated software algorithms for peak detection, integration,
and identity validation are still prone to false positives. A more
stringent reevaluation of the results is necessary for the
targeted measurement using prm-PASEF and g-dia-PASEF.
This is particularly important for potential clinical applications.
Using the prm-PASEF and g-dia-PASEF methods for

analyzing the CRC-cohort samples, we showed that despite
the relatively low number of samples, we could distinguish
CRC patients from the control group with an unbiased
measurement of the 579 selected plasma proteins, which
represent a significant portion of the plasma proteome. The
significantly regulated proteins contain proteins associated with
colon carcinoma or immune responses, which are typical of
CRC patients. For validation of these proteins as a biomarker,
more measurements in a larger cohort will be necessary, but
the 14 proteins identified as CRC-associate already underline
the potential of the measurement as a rapid preselection tool.
Based on this study, it should be possible to further utilize

this technique as a general measurement standard. This means
that a patient sample can be measured using the PQ500 or a
similar standard, and the results can be directly compared to
other patient samples measured using the same approach. The
diagnostic potential would be extended by measuring 500
proteins and will allow the definition of protein panels as
biomarkers of different diseases. A single plasma proteome
measurement using the PQ500 standard with either prm-
PASEF or g-diaPASEF could be the unified diagnostic tool for
many different diseases.
In conclusion, our study monitored the highest number of

peptides by PRM in plasma samples so far. The results show
that PRM-based techniques are now capable of competing with
discovery methods without the drawbacks of DDA-based
measurements in plasma.
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